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On average, the frequent interpreters made more 
errors in the diabetic foot encounter, but the 
errors were more likely to not be clinically 
significant. (Figure 5b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6a – Wound Care Case - Clinically 
Significant Errors 

 
 
 
Figure 6b – Wound Care Case – Not Clinically 
Significant Errors 

 

Overall, the highest numbers of errors were made        
in the wound care case. (Figure 6a) 

Table 1 – Commonly Misinterpreted Words      
and Phrases  

Omission False 
Fluency 

Substitution 

Warmth* Redness* 
“To help the 

healing 
process”* 

Pain* Saline* Bandages** 

“While it 
heals”*  To prevent* Sharp** 

“Pat dry”/“a 
dry one”* 

 Neuropathy
** Dull** 

Currently*  Gradual* 

 Tingling*  (to keep) in 
check* 

Pins & 
needles*  Higher risk* 

Be 
consistent*   

Foot ulcer*   

*Misinterpreted by over 50% of our subjects 
**Misinterpreted by over 90% of our subjects 
Discussion 

Overall we found that ad hoc interpreters,       
usually family members of the patient,      
consistently make errors. Virtually all of our       
interpreters made multiple errors that could be       
considered clinically significant, with an average      
of 32 errors per participant, per encounter. This        
demonstrates the need for professionally licensed      
interpreters in the podiatric medical setting, even       
if a bilingual family member is present.  

Our data analysis demonstrates that     
podiatrists cannot assume how well an ad hoc        
will interpret based on his or her education or         
experience. We found that there was no       
correlation between education level and     
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interpretation accuracy. Furthermore, although ad     
hocs who interpret for family members made       
fewer false fluency and omission errors than       
those who do not, they still made a similar         
number of CS errors of omission. Conversely,       
those who interpret monthly for family members       
had higher rates of CS addition errors than those         
who do so less frequently. One possible reason is         
that ad hocs who frequently interpret for family        
members have experience working with doctors,      
and may add potentially incorrect comments      
based on their pre-existing knowledge. Further      
studies are needed to assess the reason behind        
this finding. 

It is important to mention that most of the         
clinically significant errors were due to words or        
phrases that are not necessarily medical jargon.       
We noticed that words that describe the quality        
of pain, such as “dull” and “sharp”, were often         
substituted for words that describe the severity of        
pain. Knowing the quality of pain is important in         
any patient encounter, particularly for diabetic      
patients who may develop neuropathy. Providers      
can improve the quality of interpretation by using        
descriptive terms or pictorials when discussing      
quality of pain. 

Furthermore, we noticed that words at the       
ends of long phrases were often omitted. To        
prevent these omission errors, we suggest      
speaking in short phrases when using an       
interpreter, whether trained or ad hoc.  

Future studies are needed to evaluate the       
use of concise terms to describe pain when using         
ad hoc interpreters. Specifically, these studies      
should find replacements for commonly     
misinterpreted words. This research could also be       
expanded and applied to other fields of medicine.  

In conclusion, understanding physician    
instructions is critical to diabetic foot care. Our        
study shows that untrained interpreters are      
insufficient to accurately interpret for the      
healthcare provider, therefore we emphasize the      
need for trained interpreters to best necessitate       
patient understanding and manage patient health.  
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